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Research Accomplishments

The investigation of the optical properties of heterostructures and quantum wells in semiLoductors has produced a number
of results of basic and practical importance.

Experimental and

theoretical studies of luminescence of a single quantum well under
laser excitation established exciton transport as the mechanism for
providing the electron-hole pairs which recombine within the well.
This contradicts previous models of electron hole transport into
quantum wells.

The significance to heterojunction and quantum well

lasers is obvicusly relevant.

-

('.

-

Another experiment on multiple quantum wells involving
selective excitation with tunable pulse dye lasers near the lowest
exciton level has led to the discovery of a new lowest excitonic-like
state unique to such a two-dimensional (2D) systems.

The luminescence

characteristic of this lower state has a threshold and persists for a
2
decade of excitation intensities up to about a hundred kW/cm .

At still

higher excitation the two dimensional electron-hole plasma (EEP) related
to the "'otttransition" appears.

This is the level at which optically

pumped quantum well lasers exhibit stimulated emission.
the EHP is lower than that of the new excitonic state.

The energy of
These phenomena

have been observed in structures of Ga _xAlxAs-GaAs quantum wells.
Studies also included the observation of the luminescence in high magnetic
fields.

The most spectacular results were those of the Zeeman spectra

observed in a single quantum well.

The theoretical analysis accounts

for the quantitative behavior of the zomplex 2D spectra of this
narrow line structure.
In addition to these investigations, the study focussed
on the optical properties of semiconductor devices.

The first of

these involved the behavior of junction diode lasers in which the
active region consisted of either single or multiple quantum well
lead telluride lasers.

The spectral structure exhibited unexpected

anomalies as a function of excitation levels.

At higher intensities

the spectral structure displayed transitions which have been accounted
for by second order perturbation predicting the breakdown of the usual
selection rules for interband transitions.

The more complicated magneto-

optical spectra can be similarly accounted for by the same theoretical
approach.

Another device which has been conceived is a periodic

heterostructure laser in which the active medium in GaAs determines
the frequency in conjunction with the periodicity,

This has been

analyzed by a transfer matrix method leading to two complex simultaneous
transcendental equations.

As the material technology evolves, such a

periodic structure should have advantages over the passive distributed
*

feedback laser used at present.
The third class of devices utilizing the unique properties

*

of multiple quantum wells is the HgTe-CdTe structure.

This has been

postulated by McGill as an alternative to the mercury cadmium telluride
alloys which are used in the long wavelength infrared at present.

The

important question we addressed was that of the absorption coefficient.
'Using kuip theory and actual values of masses measured in HgTe of holes

-3-

and electrons an estimate was made of the absorption coefficient in
Q-W structures and compared to those of the alloy of comparable
energy gap.

The estimates indicate a qualitative agreement with McGill's

calculations but are somewhat smaller than his numbers by a factor of
three.

Although luminescence spectra of the energy levels in such

structures exist, no experimental results are available of absorption
to test the validity of either theoretical estimates.

Such a comparison

between experimental and theory is crucial for the justification of
fabricating this new class of infrared detectors.
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(Received 13 December 1983; accepted for publication 20 February 1984)
Evidence ofaexiton transport in optically excted A1l. Gam As-GaAs quantumn well strutures at
low temperature and low excitation intensity is demonsftated. Phtourinescence studies of
single quantumi wells showed an inces in the luminescence-intensity of free excitons in the
GaAs quantum well with a corresponding decrease in the excton lumescence of Alu. Ga013As
barriers as temperature is varied from 1.9 to 16 K. Magnetic fields up to 100 kOe were applied in
order to hinde ambipolar transport. It was found that magneti A"ld caused no effect on exciton
lummiescences. Then results indicat that excitons are formed in the barrier domains and migrate
to the quanitum well. Further analysis leads to the interpretation that eciton undergo relaxation
without being dissociated in a quantum well. It was found that a thermal activation energy
E- 3.5 ± 0.5 ineV is involved in the transport of excitons. The origin of this activation energy is
considered.
PACS numbers 78.55.Dr, 71.35. + z
LINTRODUJCTION
Much of the general interest in superlattices and qusn
tum wells Is focuaed on the physical phenomena that occur
within th active domains, iLe., the lower-gap material,. This
is particularly true for studies of such optical properties of
heterosar-ctres as photoluminesec or stimulated emis.o in quantuma wells. There is also,considerable interest in
the bulk optical propertiesof the higher-gap materials, such
as Al4 Gal _- As, which constitute the inactive domain of
hetrotructura. Howeve, there have been fewer stud=e
that em focused on the phenomena thatoc across the
boundarwy of the two materials. Such questions as the mecha
niani of carrier migration flrom the inactive domain to the
active domain have no received much attention. This study
is a contribution to the examination of this phenomenon. In
particulsr, various apc of ecito transport swn our prim.
cipal concen
It is generally assumed that electron-hole pairs created
in a seiodco by the absorption ofphotons with energy
high above the band gap quicitly lose their intiacwration
and dissociate into a twocop
-an
plasma.' Th e cxatonic efect is known to be igfiatnear the band gap,' but
a reduced in strength at hoghe eation energis and higher carrier densities.' The time scale for the dissociation is
estmated to be on the order of 10-1_1-10 s for QC"&2
These electrons and holes dissipate the excess energy via LO
phomon emission and thermalize to stote at the extrema. of
the bands. Surviving eaCitons and those reborn from the
plima servwe as a ma*o channel for electron-hole recomibination; this fmc is evidenced from numerous photoluminescence studisa.' The bale' between thes three species,
*Also Phui D.Pmrusmm
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---

~
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nimely, free electons holes, and exctons, in photoexcited
bulk GaAs has been investigated to Some extent,' but the
results are at best qualitative. The difficulty in then studies
does not just he in the experimental techniqlues, but also in
the fact that the interactive dyniamics among the three specdes depend on such extrinsic conditions as impurity concenftton, exctaio intensity, and is governed by such comnplex intrisi ;YPrceaes as electron-electron, electron-hole,
and electron-phonon scattering In addition to the problem
of local equilibarm, there is also a question concerning the
spatial distribution of carriers. If the carrier mean free path
is small in compariso with the diffusion length and the absoarptiomn length, the spatial distribution can be understood in
tarm of diffussion mnodels.2 Moaters
ue have diUsension comparable with a typical difusion length, - 1 ism
(Rd 8) or less, and thus diffusion can still be a usdul conOeptL
The scerio of the photoexcited semiconductor deacribed sbove is even more intricate in a heeotutr.In
then structures where there e two domains with different
band gaps, optically generated carriers (electrons and holes)
in the highier-gap domains (Al. Gas, - .As) drift into the lower-gap domains; (GaMs) which serve as sinks for the carrieus.
The process of relazation and trapping of hot electrons in a
quantum well has been considered in studies of quantum
Well lasr'. Thesle ectrons, which occupY states with energy at the top of the quantum well, undergo, fast relaxation via
LO phomon emisio, 10-12 S, and uliately settle at the
lowest band. Evidence of these high-energy electrons is rnvealed in the luminescence radiation whose energy corresponds to the recombination of such electons with holes at
the top of the valence band quantum well (valence QW inverted. The relaxation of holes was found to be extremely
efcient in these studies. In. order to -sesthe eficicy of
%AfA
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the electron relaxation miechanism Holonyak at al.' em-In
ployed Fermi's "age theory" to determine the energy distribution of electrons after traveling a distance L, given a cer-.
tam initial distribution. Unde
ly, it was found that a
thicik well has a higher probability to trap electons. The
ee
imets were conducted at -77 K and at high excitation intensiims, - 10' W/cm 2.
Our present study, which was performed at lower ternperat i dloer exe
siits
th t e0.5m
ton, or correlated lectron-hole pair transport, is a major
participant in the process whereby carriers are coVcted in
th active layer. Excton have been obaerved to undergo
relazationwithout being dissociated. The evidence supporting this interpretation is derived from photluminesce
staudis of sine quantum well structures.
Photouminecence spectra are studied as functions of
teratir
The relative variation between the luminecec of the barrier domains (Al. Gal - , As) and that of the
quantum well (GaAs) is interpreted as the manifestation of
the dynamics of carrier distribution between the two. To the
extent that a diffusion model is valid, a magnetic field is
applied to hinder the motions of charged particles while
leaving the transport of neutral particles unatectd The effects of a magnetic field on various Imninescenc lines then
help to discriminate and confirm the interpretation of the
origins of these lines. A model is employed to explain the
quantitative aspect of the luminesce=ce variations as runetions of temperatum. Detailed analysis of the spectrum of
quantum well lminescence leads to the hypothesis that exttos undergo relaxation without dissociation. Qualitative
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ing rates at different wavelengths are scaled with respect to
the estimated quantum efflciency of the detecting system.
This turned out to be only a minor adjustment, - 10%. The
statistical error of the integrated intensity of a spectral line is
determined by measuring the same spectral line N times
(about 10), and the average value assumes an error equal to
the standard of deviation divided by ;N_. The source of stochastic fluctuation is not in the intensity of the emission, but
is due to the optical detection setup. The error in the measurement of the integrated intensity of a single line is about
1%, or better. Temperature is determined with relative uncertainty =10%. The sample is also placed inside a Bitter
magnet which provides a field up to 100 G.

theoretical consideration renders support to this proposed

IlL RESULT

view.
In Sec. I, we briefty describe the experimetal appstus aid procedue Results are presented in Sec. M and the
interetatos is gim in Sec. IV.

Various photoluminescence spectra were obtained as
temperature Twas varied from 1.9 to 16 K. The experiments
wer conducted at three different values of excitation intensity, 0.05, 0.5, and 1 W/cm; the lowest value produced the
most usdkh results. We reproduced very simila results for

IL EXPEIMMNT
The hemotructures in our study consist of a s
by two

subsequently describe their variations with respect to tem-

barriers with thicknesses of 0.5 and 1.0 tm.
gurattion ofa typical sam i sho in Fig. 1 The
an undoped and slightly p typed. We conducted

perature. The dependence on magnetic field is presented
along with the discussion in Sec. IV.

quantum well of width

AI.Gs,
T" c
ampl

both samples, 638(A4) and 638(N). In the following, we first
present our interpretation of the luminescence spectra, and

-- 160 k

straddl

-,As

-

,

lines

mperiminrs on two samples, 638(A )and 638(N), which have

N of
A. ,ldmn.catl,

the sme quantum well width, and the same mole fraction
S- 0.Z Deails of sampl preparation are described by
Maki taL0
The experimental apparatusis standad for photolumammee stuie A 15-mW HeN.e loer is used to excite
the mple which is mounted strain-fm in a dewar with a
variabl tempeatm control (from 1.4 to 100 K). The lae
beam is focused to a spot about 80 #imin diameter, and is
aemmnu d with ural demity filter. The lmineccis
deteted in the backward enission configuration. and is normal to the sample layers. The light is analyzed with a 0.75-m

The evidemce of a state of exciton or carrier is inferred
from the luminescence corresponding to such a state. We
esume that theintegrated intensity of a luminescence line is
proportonal to the occupation number of that state, and
ignore the efect of rabsMV ti
A typical phobouninescence spectrum of the samples
consists of two sets of lines [Fig. 2(a)). A higher-energy set,
occurring at 1.78 eV [Fig. 2(c)] can be identified as the recmbinatve radiation from the high-gap domains,
ALIGal _,~A& regions. The lower-energy set occurs around
1.53 eV and is readily identified as the luminescence from the

doIile grating spectrometer, ad detected with a cooled

quantum wel, shifted above the bulk band gap (1.520 eV)

GaAs cathode phtmultiplier. The luminecence spectrum
isdigiized and integrated by numrical summation. Since

[F% 2(b)].
The luminescence fromn Ala Goa As is likely to be the

the deired quantity is actually the photon flux rather than

recombination of impurity-bound excitons. "- It is difficult

the radiation powe of the lumimescence, the photon count-

to identify positively the origin of this luinwice

since

L t f

4300
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Ie,

.9 K

0.2 W/Ian

with reasonable accuracy. 'T'he integrated intensity of
Al. Gal, As luminescence is denoted by 1b, the quantum
well extrinsic luminescence by 4,,,and the heavy-hole exciton by I.. The luminescence of the light-hole exciton is
much weaker and shall be neglected for this discussion.
Te absorption length for Alw Ga1 , As at 2 K and
1.959 eV (6328) radiation can beiterpolated fr-omthe
by Moneinar et al., 12 and is estimated to be
-1 #m. The corresponding absorption length for Gras is
- 0 .4 /Am (a - 2-5 X 10'Cm 'l).1'The thicknes oftheCGaAs
layer is only 160 Awhereas for Ao2Gam.sAs, it is 1.5 sm.
Thus more than 9o'of absorbed light generates carriers in
the Al0 2 Ga,,, As. Figure 2(a) shows that the luminescence
from the quantum well as more intense than the lumniesfr-om Al. Gal - As. Tis suests a relatively high
effciency of the quantum well as a sink for carriers.

2each
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As temperature is varied from 1.9 to 16 K, the total
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remains roughly con-

slant, while thim is a decrease in b and a corresponding
increase of 4., with It., effectively unchanged. The fluctution inthe value of the total sum is uch smallr than the
variation of eitherlb orl.. The behavior of 'b' . and 4,9
as functions of T is shown in Fig. 3. T1his same behavior is

observed for the different excitation intensities mentioned

above although the quSDntitatvCdetails areSomewhat differet.

114. DiSCSSON
there is considerable difference amiong published results,
The most salient feature oi the data is the difference
techdifferent
growth
probably due to samples made by
and.[4 a functions of T The constancy of the
beween.b
As
awe
nevertheless
o(Alj
Ga263
aqe.Te impurity states
walrto those in bulk GaAs, which are quit well known.
total integrated intensity.1b +[ 4+ lis,
consistent with
the expectation that the numbers of generated carriers are
From a buffer layer ofGaAs in the ames(Fg 1)we obtain
constant for a fixed exitation intensity, and quantum effiifrmatio about the Al,,. Gaas As luminescence. The lumienefrom the buff~er, though quite weak, displays two ciency of the sample does not vary significantly with respect
to temperture The increase ofl, the free exciton luminesmanfeatures, commonly assigned to neutral acceptor
ceam in the quantum wel is clearly at the expense of I,, the
bound excite. transition (AOX)(at 1.5 12 eV) an bad-c
ceptor or dnr-acceptor pairs (at 1.494e)" Th ormer, luminescence of excitons in A10.2 Gams,AsL The straightforis much stronger. From this result we infer that the observed ward interpretation of this effect is that more carriers or
excitons are collected by the well at higher temperature. he
linefrom Al. Gal -, Asismost likely associated with (A0 ,X).
importnrt and interesting question that remains is whether it
There as also a much weaker an rae line from Al2.
as free electrons and holes, which escape impurity trapping in
Gal - ,As with lower energy (1.74 eV) which is probably
AJ,, Ge,., As and migrate to the well that are responsible for
associated with a - -I cenler. "3
the observed increase of free excion in the well, or it is the
The quantum well luminsec can be further separat
direct excite. transfer from one domain to the other. TO
ad into two subsets (Fig. 2(b)]. A higher-energy set with two
ansaw these questions we examne several aspects of the
peaks is intrinsi and identifie suthe free exciton rmcombin=leWMltal resultsanon rminn associated with the light hole and the heavy
hole. The ~sneof free excite. luminescence in a quantum well is well docunted,' 5 ", and has been identifie
A. Pree -aebactroand holee hypothesis
prvosyfor our samples. 1 The lowe-nergy ont is extrinIf we suppose that only free electrons and holes enter
sic, simiAlar to the spectrum ofp-doped quanitum well stu-into the quantum well, independently or from ionized excture." These lines appear to be mixtures and some compotons&then the excton luminescence should vary quadraticaloaln Sm associated with ele Orn-acceptor Stat Evidenice
ly as
that suantiates this speculation will be comnered in Sec.
I..(T) - ?r.(N. (0) + AN. (T)]
IV.
It can be seen from Fig. 2(b) that the heavy-hole excitonAN(
inea well resolved from the impurity line. We can extrapo- 1 0)+1. (0 N (T)*I .A.()
(1)
N, (0)
late the line shape and determine the integrated intensity of
466
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aea mpurty lummescence, which are presumnably electron
cceptor reonbination. should vary linearly,

(0)

0m

() r. [N.(0) + AN. (T),

0)+ 4,7 4NT,
;

(2)

where 7".
and y1 ,, are xciton formation rate and impurity-.

t

carrier formation rate, respectively; N.(0) + 4N,(T) is the
population collected m the quantum wel, and
total

z

(3)
AN.(0)= 0.
A simple qumatitative analysis shows that the absence
of an increase in 4.p (Fig. 3)isnot consistent with Eq. (2).
One might attempt to save the model by suggesting a tenperature dependence of yp,. in such a way that the righthand side o(4 (2)remains constant In this case, it would be
eatrenmey fortuitous for the effect to occur in both samples.
Although it is known that the temperature of photoexcited
carriers is usually higher than that of the lattice,-' this dif-"
fernce is not very large at the level of excitation intensity in
this experiment. Furthermore, the carrier population can be
chand by keeping the sample at constant emperature and
varying the excitation intensity. The result unequivocally
shows a corresponding linear increase oflt4, though slightly slower than I. Thus the model of independent electrons
and holes is hardly tenable.
Itis likely, therfore, that the increase of I..indicates
an increase of excitons migrating to the quantum well. Since
an exciton is a neutral particle, the presence of a magnetic
field should cause no effect on its transport. For charged
is a wellparticles, however, the effect of a magnetic field
the following, we
known phenomenon in plasma studies. In
discum the releme of s magnetic field in the study of excitan transport in our sample.
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The profile of carier generation density is shown in
F. 1. It is pomibie to analyze the spatial profie of carriers
usmg a di'tbion model with proper boundary conditions at
the quantum well and the surfa= However, the model is
valid ouly if the eectron mean free path is small compared
with the difflaon length Since many parameters are un-

known for our samples, only qualitative discusson will be
ued to interpret the experimental result.
If a - ri.is sarated frm the quantum well by a
ditmm z larg than the difon length ID,ithas a very
smaon api mbity -erW4 )] of reaching the well befield, the dhiinfareit isJon via Iabmatio In a m
sim acinot D (H) is reduceds
DW

D (0 )
1+i 23

D(0)
r

(4)

*Tr 1,
and thus, the dimon laegth (provided that the recombina.
tion lifetime dos not change) is
IDP

(5

N'T
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By applying a magnetic field, we confine carriers more tightly to their origin and thus decrase their probability of reaching the quantum well. At a field of 100 kO, w, ia approximatey 3X1013 Hz. r, which is the mean time between
scatteringevents, is not meaured for our samples, butcanbe
estimated to be =4x 10-1 s from hot electron transport
theory." Thus oj.rt 10 and I, is reduced by at least one
order of magniumde. If we use a typical figure for difflusion
length in GaAs as I /m (Ref. 8) and assume that it is not
much differmt for Al. Ga,,, As, then ID - 1000 AWe conducted experiments in a magnetic field up to 100
kOe, parallel to the sample layer, Le., normal to the diffusion
path ofcarriers. It was found that 100 kOe produces no effect
LO.W&
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EHP recombination close to X'.

This indicates that a cold, dense system of

5

ex-

citons is required for the appearance of X'.
For increasing lattice temperature TL (up to 45 K), the intensity of X' decreases

while that of

increases or remains relatively unchanged.

This rela-

tionship between X and

intensities vs.

may

. represent two different phases of a dense excitonic

suggest

that X' and

T is also dependent on

Ie.

This

system, in which a temperature shift causes an increase in one population at the
expense of the othe-.
The above experimental

results are applicable to a number of samples.

Two

a

samples

with

145

and 63 A well width yield the most suggestive data.

briefly summarizes the measured characteristics
There

are

of

the

experimental

Table I
results.

samples which failed to exhibit this kind of below-exciton emission,

instead, broad band emission extending
shift, was observed.

toward

higher

energy,

i.e.

Burstein

We believe that in these samples, optically generated car-

riers fall to completely relax in energy within

their

radiative

recombination

lifetime to form a many body state.
Phenomenologically, somewhat analogous luminescence effects
for

highly

excited

bulk GaAs[4,5].

The

observed

A structure labeled A or P by various au-

thors appeared to be similar to X, although the latter seems to
nounced.

were

be

more

pro-

A/P structure has been interpreted [5] as an exciton-exciton (or

excitonic polariton) scattering effect.

For this case, this model would involve

two heavy hole excitons undergoing a collision which leaves a light hole exciton
and a photon which becomes X'.
factory

to account for V.

However, this model does not appear to be satis-

A serious objection is based on the Zeeman behavior

of various states, shown in Fig.
two

resolvable

states

with

4. The light hole exciton states

opposite polarization.

split

into

Yet no such corresponding

Page

cence in the parallel configuration.

The gain factor across

the

excited

4

spot

measured and found to be small for Iex 4 2x10 5 w/cm 2 . The luminescence in

was

this configuration is then essentially spontaneous.
where

the

EHP

emission

appears,

thus

tion.

at

higher

Ie

there is significant difference between the

spectra of the two configurations obtained
tions,

However,

under

identical

excitation

condi-

indicating the effect of stimulated emission on the EHP recombina-

At issue in this communication is the nature of X'.
It is important to establish that X' is a different entity

from

the

EHP.

Besides the evidence from the luminescence spectra, excitation spectroscopy also
contributes evidence for this distinction, as well as suggests the close
tion

between X' and exciton.

The luminescence detected at X' displays a strong

resonance with a sharp low energy edge as the excitation energy i e
heavy hole exciton (Fig.

3).

resonance

eventually

is near the

This sharp edge is coincident with the low inten-

sity C'W absorption of exciton (Fig.
exciton

conec-

1 (a')).

Although the

occurs at very high I

bleaching

of

this

, it Is clear that at the

excitation level where X' begins to form, excitons still exist as a defined
ergy

level

of the semiconductor.

X' and EHP.
structure

This aspect is a further distinction between

At the electron-hole density where
is completely bleached out[1,2].

an

EHP

excitonic

The dependence of X' on hvex

suggests a connection between X' and exciton.

energy, X' appears to shift toward lower energy (Fig.
although

is formed,

Absorption at the intensity for EHP

creation should not show strong excitonic feature.
also

en-

As h.exceeds the exciton
3, trace (b)).

However,

evidences were not as obvious as in luminescence spectra, the apparent

redshift of X' was probably not real, but due to the emergence of EHP in lieu of
X'

for kv x

larger than a certain value, at a constant Iex.

In summary, reso-

nant excitation was found to be the crucial condition for the observation

of

a

sharp and distinct X', as well as the discernment of a gradual appearance of the

Page

3

solute values of I were determined to within a factor of two, but the relative
ex
intensities were within 0%. Luminescence was analyzed with a spectrometer
equipped with a GaAs cathode photomultiplier.
Luminescence spectra of emission normal to the MQW layer plane are shown in
1 for sample 1. The sample was nominally a 145 A MqW structure as depict-

Fig.

ed in the inset.
citon

states,

The low intensity absorption spectrum shows the two lowest exthe

heavy

hole and the light hole exciton (Fig.

1 (a')).

large llnewidths of these two lines are due to inhomogenous strains in the
sample

for absorption.

energy peak, and other extrinsic structures at lower energy.

narrower

intensity

i.e.,

the

excitation

was close to the ground state (heavy hole) exciton energy.

dition, excitons are created with very little kinetic energy.
10

4

W/cu

2 (Fig.

been

well

studies, from 104 to 106 W/cm2 were performed

using near or on resonant excitation techniques,
hv

high

These characteris-

tic properties of MQW structures under low intensity excitation have
High

thin

Luminescence spectra at low excitation intensity (trace

(a)) show the heavy hole exciton recombination (labeled Xh) as a

established[3].

The

energy

Under this conWhen I

exceeds

1, traces (b)), a new feature, labeled X', emerges at about 6

meV beTow the heavy hole exciton.

The V linewidth is comparable to or narrower

than those of the exciton states.

As I=

is further increased, the X' intensity

grows much faster than that of X, and X' energy red-shifts
very significantly.

slightly,

but

not

At an intensity about 30 times the threshold value at which

X' emerges, a second structure appears (Fig.

2).

This second structure,

which

rapidly overwhelms X' at still higher Iam, can be presumed to be due to an electron-hole plasma (EHP), since an EHP is the ultimate limit
electron-hole

system.

Lineshape

to

this interpretation.

a high

density

analysis of the second structure in terms of

the EHP theory yields qualitatively the expected
support

of

behavior

and,

thus,

renders

The same process was observed in the luntnes-

Page

When excitons in semiconductors are present in sufficiently
their

ultimate

break-up

into

an

electron-hole

Fermi

single

particle

density,

system is inevitable.

However, the transitory stages between a neutral excitonic gas
essentially

high

phase

which

less understood is the problem in two dimensions.
the

observation

quasi-two-dimensional
optical excitation.
of

many

body

of

Much

In this communication, we re-

luminescence

spectral

features

from

(Q2D) semiconductor heterostructures under high intensity
The observed luminescence spectra bear the

phenomena

phases mentioned.

is

state and an electron-hole metallic phase, a many

body state, is not well understood, experimentally or theoretically[l,2].

port

2

that

appear

characteristics

to be more complex than the two extreme

Using resonant excitation method to

generate

dense

exciton

systems,

we studied the evolution of luminescence as function of excitation in-

tensity.

The emergence of these luminescence lines is described and

their

na-

ture will be discussed.
The samples are undoped (ND,A <101 5 cm" 3 ) Al 025Ga ,75As-GaAs
well (M(W) structures grown by molecular-beam epitaxy.
with an optically pumped tunable dye laser of 8 nsec

multi-quantum

Excitation was performed
pulse

duration.

Samples

were mounted in a dewar whose temperature was varied from 1.8 to over 100 K, and
in a magnetic field up to 10 tesla.
ple, and focused to a spot 3 100 pm.

The incident light was normal to

Thus,

care

was

spot

active

tion intensity I

~

.

length

(4100

Light emanating from the entire ex-

was collected, and spectra were somewhat inhomogenous.

--

first

taken to ensure proper experimental observation and in-

terpretion of various luminescence spectra.
cited

In the

the luminescence is essentially spontaneous, while in the latter

some stimulated emission effect may occur due to a longer
um).

sam-

The luminescence light was detected in two

configurations, either normal to or parallel with the MQW plane.
configuration,

the

The excita-

was varied with calibrated neutral density filters.

The

ab-
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ABSTRACT

A sharp photoluminescence spectral feature
multi-quantum-well

structures

ground state exciton.
state,

emerges

has

been

observed

in AlGaAs/GaAs

under high intensity, resonant excitation at the

This feature, which

appears

below

the

exciton

ground

from a cold dense system of excitons, but prior to the break-up

of excitons into an electron-hole plasma.

A collective excitonic state is spec-

ulated.
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3. A New Quantum StM in Multipie Quantum Well St ucwtes

I, a 0.2 MW/cmF
1.540 .V
h*
*
o Ijf

Further experiments are planned to investigate the possibility of a fastdiffusing nonequilibrium S (141, which
imaintains low density via diffusion.
For an 5M at a fixed teMperature,
c

and Z' are independent of excitation

.ltensitf since electrons and holes form

t
z

droplets at an equilibrium density(21.
The somewhat stationary character of X'

a large range of I

sfor

z

0

10

20

30
T(K)

40

50

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the
integrated intensity of XI and zh* The
smple was 3-255.
There was a large
background at high T and V practically
For lover I .
vanished for T40 L
X' disappeared evn at lover tempfrature.
of the sle raw-bole pair density
.
These parmeter can be experlmenta ly
determined from the luminescence ba"
width end the lover edge, respectively
[1,21.
For a QUD system with simple
parabolic bands, a ieiqr
s
with respect
DI.eas -1 " . Similar'
to N and Z'
relaliona hie been empirically established
the observed sht
ad
in bulk GaAs[101.
broadening of X' va I
were too slow for
Thi arpment
thes scaling retion.
does not necessarily preclude the existence of an ESP In I! structures at very
high 1
(,0.3 NW/cm ). but only t hovs
'
from 15 to M kU/cm ,
that fof I
does not 9%L to represent an UP.

renders the EE

If
interpretation a plausfle candiate.
this were the case, the experimental valuse, shown n Table I, for various UL
However,
parameters appear reasonable.
our experience show that one ought to be
cautious in interpreting the lin idth of
this feature since the natural linewidth
my still
be obscured.
Furthermore, both
thooratiecal[151 and experisentaZlO]0 investigations concluded that only EHP. not
Z. is most likely to exist in bulk GaAs.
rmointo at al. [121 and Isihara at al.(13]
have treated the theoretical problem of
2-D E., but found no significant enhancemat of favorable conditions for MM. formotion with respect to the 3-D limit. For
simple b nds, at the limit of large boleelectron mess ratio, EEL say form in both
2D and 3D system but with a binding energy
less then 10Z of that of the exciton.
Thus, if K' were indeed due to EEL, this
would call for a careful reazazation of
the theory in QID system.
In light of these discussions, we are
led to consider the possibility of aquantum
state, likely uitque to Q2D system, formed
by interacting excitons In the medium of en
W.
A possible boson-born interaction,
i.e., excitoas exchanging acoustic plamns
is a hypothetical consideration. A system of
interacting excitona appears to form a ground
state prior to the formation of a degmerate electron-hole mstallic phase at much
The mechanism of this
higher densities.
interaction is under Investigation.

Table 1. Experital
values of various paraters if K"
were due to an UL. Z' and c, are defimd in text; # is the
is liven bf crIlA , ,* is the rqduced
work funcrion.- •
mess of m-0.067, sh taken to be 0.2. bleo, w(,r6 )*'3-m,
AS is the'3-0 exciton Bohr radius (160 A).

wal
140 j
68

Tto

t 9 (M V) CF(M V)
-16 t
-28 ± 5

5 1 1
10 t 2

(MV) x (-l
-4.t 1
-6.5*2

1.1x10.O
2.2j10

'L

.
174
123

r.
1.1
0.77
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significant change was observed. The
Zeesa shift in energy, obtained with the
lowest possible I
(near threshold), dis-

TO 1.9 it

mew s3auu
1 rIo

1~-*c*

played e~itan-litl quadratic behavior

(Fig. 2). This is usually interpreted so
evidence of Coulomb interaction.
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A Now Quantum State in MultipleO Quantum Well Structures

H.Q. Le1a), B. Lax bM B.A. vojakib), A.& Caiawab), u.. o duo)
a)Frcis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory and b)Lco
abrzy
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cmridge, Masus. 021.39
ABSTRACT

A tew 3. aecence spectral feature baa been observed i~n Al , 2.Gafl 71 Am-Gahs multiple
excitation. The
quantum wall heterostructures under selective, high intenai *ptUwa
line, which wes observable only at low temerature, appears below the ground state (heam
hole) exciton line. Maetic effects ware studied. Attempts to Identify this feature in
term of excitonic scattering, electron-bole plas and electron-hole liquid suggest that
the feature is a unique two-dimensional quantumn state.
I

Introduction

-

Eigbly excited semiconductors have
bee fruitful In the research of mman-body
phenomenal21, e.g., excitonic scattering,
nomequilibrium electron-bole plasm (WV)

and

electron- hole

liquid (EK.).

In the

past, both experimental and theoretical
efforts bare been directed primarily at
the phenomena in the bulk, i2 e., threeIn this paper, we
dimesional system.
report our observation of high density
phienoena In quasi-two dimensional MQD)
structures. A luminecence feature with
energy lowr then the ground state (heavy
hole) exciton In selectively and highly
excited Al__Ga. As-e
wALtiple quantum
wll (UW)Zhete6otructurea wee observed.
This feature, studied under different conditiofu of Intensity, excitation energy,
lattice temperature and magnetic field,
displays my properties which are at
variance with those models normally employed to describe high density phenomena
in bulk semconductor$. In the following,
we vresent experiental results and diecuts various modls. The purpose is to
demnstrate some uniqueness of this
feature which my represent a new quantum
tat@.
II-Experiment and results
The ample is excited with an optically pumped tumable dye laser of 8 ae
pulae duration. The incident and luminescence radiation are normal to the awl*.
Temerure is variable from 1.8 tow70er
100 K, end magnetic fields up to 100 k~e
can be applied to the amle. The *mmples
are haeerstructures grown by molecularbeen spitaxy.
Unird Tchnloges
eserchThis
eerhexcitona
A;; -at UntdTcnlge
Center, lartford, CT

Figure I. shme a series of luminascence spectra with Increasing excitetion intensity of the ample depicted in
the inset. The highest energy peak. la-

beled XhIs the ground sgate (heavy hole)
exciton recombination; other weaker
structuree are Impurity related. The QID
nature of MWU structures and their lumnescence properties have been well estabUlahed[3-51. As the ~Itation intensity
UI ) exceedad 15 W/ 1 which corresponda
ton electron-bole pair density of a
closely packed exciton gas, the new feature, labeled X', emerged with relatively
narrow linmidth and shout 6 meY below
the heavy hole exciton. At still higher
I , V' red-shifted slowly (as mlI ).
off a low energy tail gradually dejioped. The top trace of Fig. 1 corresponda
to the highest excitation intensity. We
designate the sharp feature observed at
by X1, and denote by
intermediate I
AZ the enedrg ifffefrence between Z' end
To determine
the heavy hole exci too k.
if this phenomeno is ifiherant to the
quantum wells or contingent on the superlattice structure. we studied three other
MQIE
samles having rouohlv the sam
quantum well width, x 68 1.but different
barrier layer thicknesses.* AZ was found
uambiguaously the sae for all these three
samles. 11±t2 msV. Thus, Z' is not the
excitont replica of superlattice plasmion.
[6.71 whose frequencies depend on the
suprlattice period. Racitation at the
hasy hole exciton, detected at 1' ltinineecence, displayed a strong resonance
with a sharp leading edge, shout 1 mmy on
the low energy side. Resonance excitation
is crucial for a sharp end distinct V'.
indicates that a cold. dense ga of
is necessary for the formation
of V.* In som samles, only a broad bend
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A thermal

activation energy E-3.5±0.3 mV was found to be involved
in the transport.
This value agrees with the estimated
exciton bAinding energy in A10. Ga0 . 8As and renders
support to the model
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to die coninanent, nether 6~ he transverse Coulomb inter.
atio weakeoiled.
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Since the dective masses, of electron and hole, and the
coated on GaAs to study photoemisson and transport in this
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tunneling for example 22 i i
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methods.
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Ian

the ezciton luminescence I.. There was a slight but denae decreas in 4,P and the largest value of the deraae
result from a low intensity experiment; about 6%. The be.
havior of 11, is complicated due to the Zeeman effect. It M'man roughly constant. There is some noticeable increase of
the carbon-cente Im sic
discussed above.
This experimenital result is consistent with the interpre=uon, of ex==o transport. 1nli absece of &=b efet
Of the Maet field implies that either a very largeProportian-of exciton transport is involved or the hindrance of the
magnetic fied on charged cariers is not vey efiient. The
truth may be a mixtur of both. We note that the quantum
vreil is located roghly at th ei of the aborpm Pron
fie (ftg 1), an excelent confguration for dcierit carrier
collection. Thus, those electronsand holes tha amrellersed close to the quantum well are not strongly hindered by the
moagnetic field. Nevertheless the slight decrease in I.. at
high magnetic field suggests; the presence offree electron and
hole trasprt and it is indeed affected by the field. The
magntude of tis transport phenomenon is less ceM
However, if all exciton in the quantum well were formed
frm independently diffusing electron and holies, the luininescence should also demonstrate this measurable effect
latse ther ofet s
thed byanthe field. Evidently aro
elloriinae
otsie te wll.in
the uanum frm
C. Atvto

nd

The ehaiorof
uanitaive I an 4 ith espct o
T ca be explained with a simple model. If we assume that
ecctonsin AI 2 Ga, .,As can bein eithe a freestate or a
bound state with binding energy E, then at thermal equilbriumn Boltzmn's statistics gives

The thermal binding energy, or the activation energ of
thene excitons is found to be 3.5 ±t0.5 nseV for 638(N) and
3.8 ± 1.0 meV for 638(A ).' If the identification of A11 .
Gal , As luminescence as,(AOX) recombination is cret
this energy as the binding energy of the system
(O
A
X-.(10)
( ,J..,O+I-I
This result agrees with a very similar study of thermal dissocation of (A Z,)complex in GaAs by Dimberg eral.,2 where
a binding energy of 3.1 meV was found.
Th proums of exciton transport from one domain to
another conuat of two steps. The ex=to in the higher-gp
dommai is irst scattered into a high-energy excton stow in
the lower-gap domain This short-lived state decays via LO
phonon emison to the more stable ground state excton. In
the following, we shall discuss thi aspect of the exciton
tranpor phenom
0. TMe mationa of sattn
From the experimenta results presented above it appa
excatonsu scatterei into the well ar not ionized, L~e.,
liscie int feelcros and hols An exct=n at the
elhssfiin nryt edsoit
tpo h unu
ed into an uncorrelated electron-hle pair with energy lower
the well. However, an energetically allowed proes is not
necessarily a favorable one. This study indicate that the
excitomic character is quite persistent. Excios dissipates
cergy from - 1.78 to - 1.53 eV largely without autoioniza-

where N,,N, are, respectively, the populations of free and

This fact is actually in accord with the theory of exctons. The Hamiltonian ofan exciton in the presence oftonedueoa
qunu well potential can be writte as
VP.2
'
2mn,hh
2"'.
*(1
e2
a
p2
+ M +V 2#
-. +-z7

bound excaoms The constant C describes the relative degenacy of the two states, wich is generally large due to th
higher density of fEe staes Let the stady decay rate of
bound excitona-be r.N. and that of free excitons be r.N,;
we ssume that their total creation rate is constant with respect to T,
rAN,@ + r.Nj, -LO.
(7)
It follows from Eqs. (6)and (7)that

where the subscript e and h of various operators refer to the
operation on electront and hole vector spaces, respectively.
V(z) is the nedmnoal(z-dimension) quantum well potential. PL andp, are the center of mass; momentum and the
relative coordinate momentum in the transverse space. Since
the longitudinal mootins of electron and hole occur with
much higher frequencies, than their transvers relative motion Iz. - zkIcan be replaced by an averaige value in the

(6)

N,e
N',

I~(T-r.,
11+)-rbj

IhO)

-

k
I +cetained

(8)

where
rMhole
C, ='L.
rhb
The free ecuitons; in Al. Gal - As, evidently decay via the
quantum well; thus,
(9)
4.(T) - 1(0) + - *
1 + C ' "'
Equation (8)and (9)adequately explain the experimental
resltM
d11

I-

9VaVl.
hwj
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Coulomb term. Then, the trnsverse motion can be de=opled from the longitudinal, and the exciton character is re
and enhanced in the tansverse space At the top of
the quantum well, where the wave functions of electron and
are spread over both domains, the effect of the quantum
well is weak and the excite in this high-energy state is intermediat for the subsequent LO phonon emisasion decay.
The exact detailed mechaniu of excton relaxation is
certainly complicated. We nowe that the wave functions of an
electron, and a hole in the quantum well consist of large comnponents, of It, iLe., longitudinal momentum. Energy can be
imparted to the creation ofan LO phonon only if k, changes.
Thus, the emission of an LO phonon with momentum q in
the z dimension is more favorable than in the x-y plane. The
Left&
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Page

splitting of X', as stipulated by the
Even

if

conservation

of

energy,

was

6

observed.

X' energy could be arbitrarily correlated within a linewidth to either

branch of X,, the deviation (Fig.

4) is too

systematic

to

accept

the

hypo-

thesis.
In conclusion, high intensity resonant excitation on

MQW

structures

pro-

duces a luminescence feature arising from a cold dense exciton gas, prior to the
formation of degenerate electron-hole metallic phases.
ical

studies[6]

which

predict

a first order Mott transition for a 2D Coulomb

gas, directly from a neutral phase to a plasma phase.
rent

experimental

model.

work

There have been theoret-

appears

to

The picture from the cur-

be more complicated than this theoretical

There appears to be an intermediate state between an exciton gas and

EHP.

an

X' could represent a collective state formed from a system of 20 interact-

ing excitons.
real

or

A possible boson-boson

i.e.,

exc-itons

exchanging

virtual acoustic plasmons at certain exciton critical density is a hy-

pothetical consideration.
ground

interaction,

Such systems of interacting excitons appear to form a

state prior to the formation of a degenerate electron-hole phase at much

higher densities.
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Table I. Energy (E) and linewidth (r) in unit of meV of X', the heavy
hole

exciton

Xh

and

the

light

hole

exciton

X for two samples.

Measurements are by optical methods.

well

Width i)

Xn

X

Xn

E

r

145

1527.5t1

2

1533.5-0.5

63

1570t2

5

1582±2

E

*Sroad and complex structure was observed

r
1.8
5

E

r

1540.0+0.5

2.5

1597±8*

10

Ptqe

9

and

XL

FIGURE CAPTION
Fig. 1
(a'): absorption spectrum of MQW 1
are

the

configuration)

(normal

(al):

hole and the light hole exciton, respectively.

heavy

and (a2): luminescence spectra of emission normal
plane

Xh

at low intensity.

laser excitation.

to

the

MQW

layer

obtained with low intensity, Cg 6328 A

The highest energy peak is the heavy hole

exciton,

and lower energy structures are extrinsic which saturate as I is inex
creased.
pulsed

(b): normal configuration luminescence spectra obtained with
dye laser excitation at 1.5395 eV (near resonance excitation),

showing X' emergence.

(b) were smoothed; some structures are probably

not real since they are well within the noise level.

Fig. 2
Normal configuration luminescence spectra at still

higher

excitation

intensities where a second structure, Identified as due to an EHP, appears and overwhelms X'.

Fig. 3
(a) and

(b):

Lvl.5395
tively.

I~

normal

eV

configuration

luminescence

(near resonance) and 1.92 eV (off resonance), respec30t10 kW/cm

.

The structure in (b) may be due

EHP, thus different from that in (a), which is X'.

to

an

(c) and (d): exci-

tation spectra, showing X' normal configuration luminescence
ty,

with

spectra

intensi-

collected within the indicated band ( 1.5 meV wide) as a function

of1w ex.

The resonance at the heavy hole exciton Xk is also indicated

by an arrow.

(d) is vertically shifted for the sake of clarity.

Page

10

Fig. 4
Zeeman shifts of Xe, the heavy hole exciton Xh and light hole
XI

in M(W

1. Data on Xi were obtained via low intensity excitation

spectroscopy.
the hole.

The labels ±3/2,±1/2 represent spin quantum numbers

(a) is 2hv(Xh)-hv(X').

of the two XI branches.

of

According to the excitonic scatter-

ing model, conservation of energy requires (a) coincide with at
one

exciton

least

But the deviation is clearly systematic.

(b) is the theoretical calculation of free e-h pair energy.
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of Physics at U.S.A.F. Academy
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Dr. Han Q. Le
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in Two-dimensional Multi-quantum Wells"

(accepted for publication in

Phys. Rev. B/Rapid Communications).

Papers Published in Refereed Journals
H.Q. Le, B. Lax, P.A. Maki, S.C. Palmateer, L.F. Eastman, "Excitonic

Transport in Optically Excited Al xGal_xAs-GaAs Single Quantum Well",
J. Appl. Phys. 55, 4367 (1984).
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Contributed Presentations at Topical or Scientific/Technical Society
Conferences

H.Q. Le, B. Lax, P.A. Maki, S.C. Palmateer, L.F. Eastman, "Exciton
Transport in Optically Excited AlxGalx As-GaAs Heterostructures", Bull.
Am.

Phys. Soc. 29, 257 (1984).

B. Lax, H.Q. Le, P.A. Maki, S.C. Palmateer, L.F. Eastman, "Zeeman
Structure of Excitons in GaAs-AlGaAs Single Quantum Wells", Bull. Am.
Phys. Soc. 29, 256 (1984).

H.Q.

Le,

B.

Lax,

B.A. Vojak,

A.R.

Calawa and W.D.

Goodhue,

"A New Quantum

State in Multiple Quantum Well Structures", Proc. of the 17th Intl. Conf.
on the Physics of Semiconductors, (Springer-Verlag, New York, 1985) pp. 515-518.

P.Q. Le and B. Lax, "Magneto-optical Studies of 2D Electron-Hole Plasma in
Al/GaAs Multi-quantum Wells", Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 30, 382 (1985).

VI.

Equipment

Up to this point in time, we have not spent any money on
equipment.

Presently we are in the process of compiling a list of

equipment needed to carry out our research during the next year.

so,
-
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VII.

Industrial Contacts

The principal investigator consults and collaborates with
the Amoco Research Laboratory at Naperville,Illinois.

This group is

interested in quantum well lasers and in the evaluation of their materials
grown by MBE techniques.

They provide GaAs-GaAlAs samples which we use

in our optical and magneto-optical studies.

There is collaboration on

the theoretical aspects of these investigations as well.
The principal investigator also has a similar arrangement with
the General Motors Research Laboratories at Warren, Michigan.

This group

fabricates PbTe-PbEuTe quantum well diode lasers which we have examined
at the National Magnet Laboratory in high magnetic fields.

These lasers

also have been provided to C. Freed at Lincoln Laboratory for heterodyne
studies.

The spectral results have been theoretically analyzed here

at MIT and interpreted in terms of the results of this theory.

This

information is shared with the G.M. staff on a collaborative basis.

Interest

in this project has also been expressed by Laser Analytics, Division of
Spectra Physics, Bedford, MA, and a collaborative program on Pb salt lasers
is also contemplated with them.
Our work on HgTe-CdTe quantum well studies has attracted the
attention of Honeywell Electro-optics Center, Lexington, MA.

An informal

exchange of ideas and information has been carried on during the past year.
Hopefully Honeywell will provide samples for measurement at the Magnet
Laboratory.
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VIII.

Collaboration With Other Academic Institutions

Our work on single quantum well structures was in
collaboration with the Cornell Materials Research Center at Ithaca,NY.
In particular, Professor L.F. Eastman and his students P.A. Maki and
S.C. Palmateer, provided the samples for our studies.
The multiple quantum well experiments were carried out in
collaboration with A.R. Calawa, W.D. Goodhue and B.A. Vojak at the
MIT Lincoln Laboratory.

This is a joint effort in which students from

MIT will participate during the coming academic year, both at Lincoln
Laboratory and at the National Magnet Laboratory under the direction of
the principal investigator.
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